HIRST PARK COMMISSION
History of Hirst and Hirst Park
Hirst was originally an Anglo Saxon settlement and its name refers to ‘hyrste’ meaning a wood. It is
situated on the eastern edge of Ashington in South East Northumberland which until 1986 was the
location for one of the largest mines in the UK.
As Hirst was absorbed into the expanding coal industry, its population grew from 50 in 1826 to
15,600 in 1900. The transformation from agricultural industry to coal began in 1849 when the shaft
was sunk on land owned by the Duke of Portland who lived in Bothal Castle. Miners travelled great
distances to find work in Ashington following closures of tin and lead mines closing across the UK
and the famine drove people to leave Ireland.
The Ashington Coal Company was formed in 1867 by a Quaker, Jonathan Priestman. Priestman and
William Milburn built 28 houses for miners with bricks from the colliery’s kiln. The grid pattern of
streets and roads was designed around two foot gauge railway lines. Nothing was wasted, once the
houses were finally constructed the old railway lines were used to deliver concessionary coal to
homes during the day and to transport refuse from middens and earth closets at night.
Ashington Coal Company’s rapid expansion and drive for profits meant they couldn’t keep pace with
building homes for workers and opened up the market to private developers. By 1924 private
developers owned 2714 houses compared with 3527 owned by the coal company. By this time
Ashington Urban District Council had been in operation for 28 years and this civic administration was
concerned with the health and well-being of the town’s inhabitants. Hirst Park was intended as a
response and as communal green space for the health and happiness of residents. Records suggest
Councillor George Beaty was responsible for the park’s design and the park officially opened on 1st
October 1915.
The great pride in the 22 acre park and the benefits to the local community were reported in the
Morpeth Herald:
‘I am hoping that was has already been achieved is only the prelude of that which is to be, and that the
beauty and health-giving properties of the Hirst Park will be an incentive for further improvements in the
pleasure grounds and open spaces in other parts of our district.
The day has gone when the provision of Parks and playgrounds should be the outcome of private charity.
Local authorities should see that provision is made for the public in this direction. Let us not forget that
the only real wealth is good health’.
Cllr James Strong 1915
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Hirst Park has a strong link with the great footballing families of Northumberland. It could be argued that
Cissie Charlton is the catalyst for England’s greatest footballing achievements. The mother of Bobby and
Jackie Charlton was a great football fanatic and cousin to legendary Newcastle striker ‘Wor Jackie’
Milburn. Both the Milburn’s and the Charlton’s were from Ashington mining families and would play
football in Hirst Park. Bobby and Jackie Charlton became national heroes for the role they played in
England winning the World Cup in 1966.
Much earlier in the Park’s history the site became a place of refuge for striking miners in the General
Strike of 1926. The largest industrial dispute the UK had ever known was called by the TUC to prevent
wage reduction and worsening work conditions for miners. Miners and their families downed tools in
May 1926 and the coal company retaliated by evicting them from their rented homes. Many of the
families found themselves camping in Hirst Park during the strike and there is even a story of a baby born
in one of the tents.

Ashington’s identity is closely associated with the whippet, the dog was bred as a miners’ dogs and
can be found in many of The Ashington Group paintings charting everyday life in the mining town.
The Ashington Group aka The Pitmen Painters became internationally renowned in the first half of
the 20th century and became immortalized in a book by William Feaver, and later a stage play by Lee
Hall.
Northumberland County Council are undergoing a major regeneration of Hirst Park funded by HLF.
The plan aims to rejuvenate the park’s landscape and as a social space for local people. As part of
their plans they have identified an opportunity to commission contemporary art which explores the
park’s heritage and reconnects local people with their history. NCC invited Arts&Heritage to
manage the commission process and to work with local community groups to ensure they are
involved in writing the brief and appointing the artist.
The Commission
Hirst Park is open to artist’s ideas and those wanting to explore the park’s hidden, or little known
aspect of its heritage, bringing old stories to life for the benefit of local people. We welcome
approaches by artists working in any discipline and are keen to work with someone who has
experience of siting work in public and outdoor spaces. NCC would like to draw an artist’s attention
to the green spaces as a jumping off point to explore the park’s history, this includes social and
sporting heritage. It is worth noting Hirst Park’s role as the practice ground for sporting legends and
for generating civic pride. We understand the budget lends itself to a temporary or time limited
work although if possible, a permanent and low maintenance art work would be welcome.
It is important the artist wants to work with residents and local community groups in the
development or creation of the final art work. The park is used by a diverse cross section from
Ashington, from dog walkers, families and sports groups, and their engagement with the park’s
development is central to what we do.
Northumberland County Council are open to artist’s producing a performance, film, sound, dance,
installation, sculpture, digital work or written word in locations within the park. We would like to
draw your attention to particular themes, places or spaces which might be of interest:
Sporting Heritage
Ashington as an exporter of footballing talent. The park has been a place for sporting activity
throughout the decades, the most famous of its users being the Charlton and the Milburn families.
Sporting heritage often plays an important role in unifying communities and creating a sense of
identity. Apart, from the Milburn and Charlton’s many Ashington born footballers enjoyed successful
careers in the football league. More recently brothers Ben and Steve Harmison found national and
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international fame as cricketers. Steve Harmison aka ‘the lanky pacer’ was one of the fastest
bowlers in the world with a recorded speed of 140kmph. He retired in 2013 to return to Ashington
as a coach for Ashington FC football club.
Mining Heritage
The history of mining industry is closely linked to the park and the rich industrial heritage is ripe for
revisiting and presenting in a different way. Locals sometimes refer to Ashington as ‘built on fresh
air’ due to it sitting atop a network of old mining tunnels supported by wooden props. Ex miners also
talk about an overlooked aspect of working deep underground and the contrasting sensation as they
resurface in to the sunshine. The smell of explosions, sea water, rain, darkness and seeing natural
crystals in the rockface are all physical and sensory experiences of the natural environment and their
working life.
Social History
Ashington is a town of incomers. It exists because of the migration of workers from across the UK
and Ireland to find work and settle down. It developed a unique dialogue ‘Pitmatic’, made up of
thousands of words or terms. Bill Griffiths researched the dialect for his book Pitmatic: The Talk of
the North East Coalfields and revealed borrowings from Old Norse and Dutch.
Green Spaces
The heritage of green spaces, gardening and nature is often overlooked and yet is fascinating in what
it says about how communities value and interact with nature. The park is often referred to as the
Flower Park by locals and Essendence is the old name for Ashington and dates from 1170 meaning
Esse or Ash in old English . It has been suggested it could mean the town is named after a Valley of
Ash Trees.
Key Words or Phrases
• The playground for sports legends and dynasties
• The extreme physical and sensory experience in spaces of work and recreation
• A community of incomers and its Pitmatic dialect
• Engaging community in art and heritage
Community
Residents live alongside the park and generations of families have deep connections. The park is a
place where people come together for organised and informal gatherings, whether that is the
bowling club or community-organised fetes and events. There are lots of community groups, from
Heart of the Hirst, Blast to Koast Radio as well as Ashington FC with links to the park.
It is of vital importance the Artist is experienced or willing to work with residents or groups to
engage them in the commission in some way.
Fee
Northumberland County Council’s commissioning budget for Hirst Park is £10,000. The budget
needs to cover all artist fees, travel and accommodation costs, making the work and the installation
and de-installation. NB: The fee includes VAT.
How to Respond to this Brief
We are inviting responses to this brief and remain open to ideas from all artists.
Please send an Expression of Interest that should be no more than 1 side of A4 that briefly outlines
your practice and how you feel it relates to Hirst Park. It would be helpful for us to understand what
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it is about the park’s heritage that interests you. Please also include an outline of an idea for a new
work. This does not have to be in great detail but please keep descriptions succinct in clear and
accessible language.
A small shortlisting team will look at Expressions of Interest and shortlist 3 artists to meet and
interview before making a final decision. The shortlisting panel will be made up of representatives
from Hirst Park, Arts&Heritage, Blast Arts Group, Heart of the Hirst and Northumberland County of
Sanctuary. Shortlisted artists will be paid £300 each to work up a final proposal.
We can provide a history of Hirst Park to help you with your initial research upon request. This will
be e mailed out to you and should be used in conjunction with further online research. It is vitally
important you adhere to government advice on travel or being in public spaces during this period.
Therefore, we recommend you only visit the park if it complies with government advice for Covid 19
and does not put you at risk.
Timescale
• The deadline for Expressions of Interest is 25th June
• 3 Artists will be selected for shortlisting by the community panel by 2nd July
• Shortlisted artists will have until 7th August to develop a full proposal
• Interviews will take place on 10th August – via zoom/skype if it is not safe to meet in person
• The Artist is notified on 11th August
We envisage the schedule for delivery and launch will be agreed between the appointed Artist and
Arts&Heritage and Hirst Park, taking in to account government advice on Covid 19 and public
safety. NCC and A&H will support the Artist to realise the commission in line with health and
safety guidelines and government guidance on Covid 19.
Contact
Send your Expression of Interest to:
Andrea Hawkins
Senior Curator Arts&Heritage
www.artsandheritage.org.uk

andrea@artsandheritage.org.uk
mob: 07956 238 408

Deadline for Expression of Interest: 25th June 2020

COMMISSIONED BY
Northumberland County Council
FUNDED BY
National Lottery Heritage Fund
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